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Nobel 2021 : complexity and intermittency

• Nobel Prize in Physics 2021 awarded to Syukuro Manabe, Klaus 
Hasselmann and Giorgio Parisi "for groundbreaking contributions 
to our understanding of complex physical systems”
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are registrated trademarks of the Nobel Foundation
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Three different approaches, but a 
common object: our planet!

Emphasis of the prize 
scientific background on 
intermittency (*)


(*) Schertzer and Nicolis, Eos 2022)



Complex systems

• Complex system?  
– French Roadmap for Complex 

Systems: “A system comprised of 
a great number of heterogeneous 
entities, among which local 
interactions create multiple levels 
of collective structure and 
organization…”.  
• explain failures to cope with their 

complexity at odds with reductionism (M. 
Gell-Man),  

• necessity to have a multiscale 
approach. 

Cascades as a generic case of complexity
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Intermittency

Art piece ‘Windswept’ (Ch. Sowers, 
2012): 612 freely rotating wind 
direction indicators to help a large 
public to understand the complexity of 
environment near the Earth surface

Polarimetric radar observations of heavy 
rainfalls over Paris region  during 2016 
spring (250 m resolution): 
- heaviest rain cells are much smaller than 

moderate ones 
- complex dynamics of their aggregation 

into a large front



Intermittency

• a matter for a few turbulence specialists in the 
1950s 

• now a major transdisciplinary subject 
• unusual features 

– extreme concentration of activity

–  structuring fluctuations

– a multiplicity of anomalous scaling laws

– (multifractal) phase transitions for extremes


• recent understanding of their interrelationships, 

• .Legendre transform between concentration on a hierarchy of 

supports and the multiplicity of scaling laws 
• but also unresolved debates

Purely random landscape, but highly structured, (S+L, 1992)



Growing Urban Population
(Billion)

Population growth
≈ that of urban population !



…in the  context of climate change
• How to achieve resilient cities and mobility? 
• Which strategies of  reduction/adaptation to climate change?  
• How to downscale climate scenarios to relevant scales?

Strong agreement of models 
on  temperature increases…

but strong disagreement on the 
evolution  
of precipitation extremes (IPCC AR4)



IPCC AR5Summary for Policymakers

12

SPM

Earth System Models project a global increase in ocean acidification for all RCP scenarios by the end of the 21st century, with 
a slow recovery after mid-century under RCP2.6. The decrease in surface ocean pH is in the range of 0.06 to 0.07 (15 to 17% 
increase in acidity) for RCP2.6, 0.14 to 0.15 (38 to 41%) for RCP4.5, 0.20 to 0.21 (58 to 62%) for RCP6.0 and 0.30 to 0.32 
(100 to 109%) for RCP8.5. {2.2.4, Figure 2.1}

Year-round reductions in Arctic sea ice are projected for all RCP scenarios. A nearly ice-free11 Arctic Ocean in the summer sea-
ice minimum in September before mid-century is likely for RCP8.512 (medium confidence). {2.2.3, Figure 2.1}

It is virtually certain that near-surface permafrost extent at high northern latitudes will be reduced as global mean surface 
temperature increases, with the area of permafrost near the surface (upper 3.5 m) projected to decrease by 37% (RCP2.6) to 
81% (RCP8.5) for the multi-model average (medium confidence). {2.2.3}

The global glacier volume, excluding glaciers on the periphery of Antarctica (and excluding the Greenland and Antarctic ice 
sheets), is projected to decrease by 15 to 55% for RCP2.6 and by 35 to 85% for RCP8.5 (medium confidence). {2.2.3}

11 When sea-ice extent is less than one million km2 for at least five consecutive years.
12 Based on an assessment of the subset of models that most closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979–2012 trend of the Arctic sea-ice 

extent.

RCP2.6 RCP8.5
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Figure SPM.7 |  Change in average surface temperature (a) and change in average precipitation (b) based on multi-model mean projections for 
2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005 under the RCP2.6 (left) and RCP8.5 (right) scenarios. The number of models used to calculate the multi-model mean 
is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel. Stippling (i.e., dots) shows regions where the projected change is large compared to natural internal 
variability and where at least 90% of models agree on the sign of change. Hatching (i.e., diagonal lines) shows regions where the projected change is less 
than one standard deviation of the natural internal variability. {2.2, Figure 2.2}

Dotted areas: 
projected change 
larger than natural 
internal variability 

Hatched areas: 
projected change 
less than one 
standard deviation 
than natural internal 
variability 

Figure SPM.7 | Change in average surface temperature (a) 
and change in average precipitation (b) based on multi-model 
mean projections for 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005 under 
the RCP2.6 (left) and RCP8.5 (right) scenarios.

Summary for Policymakers

10

SPM

Multi-model results show that limiting total human-induced warming to less than 2°C relative to the period 1861–1880 with 
a probability of >66%7 would require cumulative CO2 emissions from all anthropogenic sources since 1870 to remain below 
about 2900 GtCO2 (with a range of 2550 to 3150 GtCO2 depending on non-CO2 drivers). About 1900 GtCO2

8 had already been 
emitted by 2011. For additional context see Table 2.2. {2.2.5}

SPM 2.2 Projected changes in the climate system

Surface temperature is projected to rise over the 21st century under all assessed emission 
scenarios. It is very likely that heat waves will occur more often and last longer, and that 
extreme precipitation events will become more intense and frequent in many regions. The 
ocean will continue to warm and acidify, and global mean sea level to rise. {2.2}

The projected changes in Section SPM 2.2 are for 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005, unless otherwise indicated.

Future climate will depend on committed warming caused by past anthropogenic emissions, as well as future anthropogenic 
emissions and natural climate variability. The global mean surface temperature change for the period 2016–2035 relative to 
1986–2005 is similar for the four RCPs and will likely be in the range 0.3°C to 0.7°C (medium confidence). This assumes that 
there will be no major volcanic eruptions or changes in some natural sources (e.g., CH4 and N2O), or unexpected changes in 
total solar irradiance. By mid-21st century, the magnitude of the projected climate change is substantially affected by the 
choice of emissions scenario. {2.2.1, Table 2.1}

Relative to 1850–1900, global surface temperature change for the end of the 21st century (2081–2100) is projected to likely 
exceed 1.5°C for RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence). Warming is likely to exceed 2°C for RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 
(high confidence), more likely than not to exceed 2°C for RCP4.5 (medium confidence), but unlikely to exceed 2°C for RCP2.6 
(medium confidence). {2.2.1}

The increase of global mean surface temperature by the end of the 21st century (2081–2100) relative to 1986–2005 is likely 
to be 0.3°C to 1.7°C under RCP2.6, 1.1°C to 2.6°C under RCP4.5, 1.4°C to 3.1°C under RCP6.0 and 2.6°C to 4.8°C under 
RCP8.59. The Arctic region will continue to warm more rapidly than the global mean (Figure SPM.6a, Figure SPM.7a). {2.2.1, 
Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, Table 2.1}

It is virtually certain that there will be more frequent hot and fewer cold temperature extremes over most land areas on daily 
and seasonal timescales, as global mean surface temperature increases. It is very likely that heat waves will occur with a 
higher frequency and longer duration. Occasional cold winter extremes will continue to occur. {2.2.1}

7 Corresponding figures for limiting warming to 2°C with a probability of >50% and >33% are 3000 GtCO2 (range of 2900 to 3200 GtCO2) and 3300 GtCO2 
(range of 2950 to 3800 GtCO2) respectively. Higher or lower temperature limits would imply larger or lower cumulative emissions respectively.

8 This corresponds to about two thirds of the 2900 GtCO2 that would limit warming to less than 2°C with a probability of >66%; to about 63% of the total 
amount of 3000 GtCO2 that would limit warming to less than 2°C with a probability of >50%; and to about 58% of the total amount of 3300 GtCO2 
that would limit warming to less than 2°C with a probability of >33%.

9 The period 1986–2005 is approximately 0.61 [0.55 to 0.67] °C warmer than 1850–1900. {2.2.1}



IPCC AR6
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Two centuries … since  Navier (1822)

Louis Navier 
(1822)

Sir George Stokes
(1843)Augustin-Louis 

Cauchy

Adhémar Jean Claude 
Barré de Saint-Venant

The fundamental equation of fluid 
dynamics derived at Ecole Nationale des 
Ponts et Chaussées

Simeon Denis
Poisson 



Lewis Fry Richardson’s “dream” (1922)

64.000 « human computers» synchronised by a « coordinator » 

(François Schuiten, 2000)



Modelling with brute force?

• Multiscale complexity vs. 
computing brute force 
–(nonlinear) equations discretised 

on N voxels (≈cubes) 
– # voxels (1mm3)  to reach the 

viscous scale (≈1mm): 
• atmosphere ≈ 10 km high x (10,000 
km)2 horizontal 

• => N ≈ 107(1010)2 =1027  
•much larger than NA=1023 !! 

• Why to be deterministic… over only a 
small range of scales?



Two centuries … since  Navier (1822)

Louis Navier 
(1822)

Sir George Stokes
(1843)Augustin-Louis 

Cauchy

Adhémar Jean Claude 
Barré de Saint-Venant

A millenium problem raised at Ecole 
Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, 
recent episodes: 
    Otelbaev (2013) and Tao (2015)

Simeon Denis
Poisson 



A century of cascades !
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Whereas elementary mathematical properties  of Navier-Stokes 
solutions are still unknown (existence, uniqueness):

General case: multiple singularities γ’s: 
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x 7! x/�one can point out a scale symmetry (*):

Kolmogorov’s scaling (K41) 
obtained with:

(*)  from to self-similarity (Sedov, 1961), symmetry (Parisi +Frisch, 1985),  
to generalised Galilean invariance (S+al, 2010)
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Spectral scaling:

u(x)

Kolmogorov-Obukhov spectrum (K41)

E(k) ∝ k−2γK−1 = k−5/3
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From scaling analysis  to scalar cascade 
processes

19

-
Adhémar Jean Claude 
Barré de Saint-Venant
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• Scaling analysis  
– Passive scalar dispersion: Richardson (1926) 
– Structure function: Kolmogorov (1941) 
– Energy spectrum: Obukhov (1941) 
– Higher order structure functions: Kolmogorov (1962), Obukhov (1962) 
– Renyi dimensions: Grassberger and Procaccia (1983),  Hentschel,and 

Procaccia (1983) 
– Legendre transform to dimensions: Parisi and Frisch (1985) 
– Fractal measures: Halsey et al. (1987) 
–  ….

• Cascade processes 
– ß-model: Novikov and Stewart (1964), Frisch et al. (1978)  
– Log normal model: Yaglom (1966) 
– Limit log-normal: Mandelbrot (1974) 

– -model: S+L (1984, 1985) 
– Multiplicative chaos: Kahane (1985) 
– Universal multifractals/Levy multiplicative chaos: S+L (1987a&,b, 1997)), 

Fan (1987) 
– Log-Poison model: Dubrulle (1994) 
– …  

α

Schertzer & Lovejoy, 1989b

Richardson, 1926



β−model

Non-intermittent 
(“homogeneous”) 
cascade

β−model of 
intermittency :
sub-eddies are 
either “alive” or 
“dead”  

N(ℓn) ≈ ℓ−D
n N(ℓn) ≈ ℓ−Ds

n



Varenna summer school (1983)

• “Turbulence and Predictability in Geophysical Fluid 
Dynamics” organised by  M. Ghil, R. Benzi et G. Parisi  
–a primary version of the multifractal formalism of Parisi and Frisch 

(1985) that concluded: “Still the multifractal model appears to 
be somewhat more restrictive than Mandelbrot’s weighted-
curdling model which does include the logornormal case”. 

–  S+L’s short presentation (Varenna proceedings (1985)) refers to 
S+L (1984)):  
• a small perturbation of the -model is no longer limited to a unique 
dimension  

• the divergence of higher order moments is rather generic 
• it introduces spurious scaling, an analytical approximation depending on a 

unique scaling exponent H and the critical order     was proposed:                         
 

• it was shown to fit the experimental points from Anselmet et al. (1983), see 
fig. 1 with  

β
(α−model)

α
ξ(p) = pH + θ(p − α)(1 − p/α)

H = 1/3, α = 5, 5.5, 6

Fig.1	S+L	(1984)	fiPed		the	 	to	the	
experimental	data	of	Anselmet	et	al	(1983)		

α−model

no
 or

 fra
cta

l in
ter
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nc

y



Multiplicity of anomalous scaling laws

• Example of Kolmogorov’s refined 
scaling laws (K62, ): 0 ≤ q ≤ qD

Sq(r) := < δruq > ∝ ε̄q/3rq/3 (r/L)C1(q/3−1)q/3

Structure function of order q
δru := u(x + r) − u(x)

Normal/dimensional 

scaling  (K41)


unique law

(linear exponent wrt q)

Anomalous/adimensional 

scaling 


multiple laws

(nonlinear exponent wrt q)

refined scaling (K62)



Multifractal Fields 
Measure of the Fraction at resolution λ 
( ) of the Probability Space 
corresponding to the event {  }:  

  

 is a codimension,  a singularity 
(Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987) 

or a ‘Cramer’s function’ (Mandelbrot, 1991)

ℓ = L/λ
ϵλ ≥ λγε̄

Pr(ελ ≥ λγε̄) ≈ λ−c(γ)

c(γ) γ
high singularities

medium singularities

low singularities



Cascades and statistical physics
Transforma>on	of	a	measure	σ	with	the	help	of	a	“density”	ε	into	another	measure	Π :

dΠ = εdσ

Generalisation with a non trivial limit ε of densities ελ of increasing resolution: λ = L/ℓ → ∞

ελ = eΓλ; EeqΓλ = Zλ(q) = eKλ(q) ≈ λK(q) ⟷ P(ελ > λγ) ≈ λ−c(γ)

K(q) ⟷ c(γ)

Γ:	generator	≈	hamiltonian

Z:	1st	characteris>c	or	moment	genera>ng	func>on	≈	par>>on	func>on
K:	2nd	characteris>c	or	cumulant	genera>ng	func>on	≈	Gibbs	free	energy

q : sta>s>cal	order	≈inverse	of	temperature

c:	codimension	or	Kramer	func>on	≈	entropy
γ:	singularity	or	Hölder	exponent	≈	energy

Mellin

Legendre
↓

main “trick”: 
log-divergence of the generator

Cascades    Statistical physics analogues K(q) = max
γ

[qγ − c(γ)]; c(γ) = max
q

[qγ − K(q)]



  To downscale climate scenarios?

 Alternative:  
• Analyze and take into account the evolution of fluxes through scales! 
• Example: rainrate  for the water cycle. 

Consensus  on the need to downscale simulations: 
•   to manage water  
• below a kilometer to model cities ?  
but a fondamental obstacle : 

• relationships large/small scales 
• stationnary?   (« stationnarity is dead ! ») 
• Implicit hypothesis in:

- correlations (linear or not) large/small scales or neural networks: 
training on « non perturbated » data sets;  

- weather types: stationnary basis, only frequences change;  
- GCM: stationnary parametrisationsof small scales… 



Scaling of precipitations

1. Parsimonious description: only 3 exponents: 
– intermittency:    

- average intermittency  C1 : how sparse is the average rainfall? 
 C1≠ 0: it does not rain everyday, everywhere! 
- intermittency variability α : diversity of rainfall regimes  
α ≠ 0 : not only the alternative rain/no rain! 

– scale dependence H of the average rainfall <Rl >  ?    
For rainfall H≈0  

a Trivial conséquences for the extremes: 
C1 and  α  ↑ =>  extremes ↑    or C1 and α  ↓ =>  extremes↓

a More generally:  
- these exponents define the Intensity-Duration-Frequency (IDF)  curves over a wide 

range of scale and intensities (Benjdoudi et al., 1987, Tchiguirinskaia et al 2010) ;  
- allow to compare  quantiles over various durations



Analysis of the scenario A2  

=>  refined analysis :  
- time volution of the Most Probable  Singularity 
γs (Hubert et al, 1993; Douglas & Barros, 2003): 
- a scale invariant  statistic, more stable than 
the maximal simulated  precipitation Pma x.  
-Unable us to conclude: extremes  ↑ (Royer et 
al., 2008),  
-- seasonality can be taken into account 
(Royer et al., 2010)

• average 
intermittency C1 ↑ 
•intermittency 
variability α ↓, 
=>  difficulty to 
evaluate extremes of 
precipitations

α
C1



Hurst parameter H:  
scaling exponent of the 
mean field (H = 0 for 
conservative multiplicative 
cascade): 
for Canada ( ~equally 
25%): 
0.6-0.25 (red);  
0.25-0.2 (yellow);  
0.2-0.17 (green);  
0.01-0.17 (blue)  
and for US: 
0.6-0.25   (~ 19%, red);  
0.25-0.2   (~ 19%, yellow);  
0.2-0.17   (~ 14%, green);  
0.01-0.17 (~ 48%, blue) 

Mapping H



Codimension C1:  
how  intermittent is the 
mean field 
( ~equally 25%): 
0.9-0.2   (red);  
0.15-0.2 (yellow);  
0.1-0.15 (green); 
0.01-0.1 (blue)

Mapping C1



Mapping  α

Multifractality index α  
how multifractal 
is the process 

>2  (~ 1%; black);  
2.0-1.5 (~ 30%, red);  
1.5-1.0 (~ 52%, yellow);  
1.0-0.6 (~ 15%, green);  
<0.6 (~ 2%, blue) 



Histograms of multifractal parameters

Parameter distributions for empirical data ! 
   ‘prior’ probabilities Pr(α,C1)



Multifractal Flood Frequency analysis:  
quantile plots and codimension

α, C1, H ! critical singularity γD Predict shape of multifractal 
codimension function:

Transform into probability space:



Reference discharge 

for Canada:   
>1000      (~14%, red);  
300-1000 (~17%, yellow);  
50-300     (~24%, green);  
<50          (~45%, blue) 

for US:  
>30000        (~14%, red);  
8000-30000 (~22%, yellow);  
1000-8000   (~38%, green);  
<1000          (~26%, blue) 

Mapping the reference discharges: Q(γD)



Discharges corresponding  
to 100 year return period 

for Canada:   
>1000      (~23%, red);  
300-1000 (~16%, yellow);  
50-300     (~26%, green); 
<50          (~35%, blue) 

For US:  
>30000        (~18%, red);  
8000-30000 (~27%, yellow); 
1000-8000   (~36%, green);  
<1000          (~19%, blue)

Mapping the reference discharges: T=100



Multifractal Flood Frequency analysis:  
Kenogami series

Red dots are empirical 
frequencies for data 
sample; 

Red line is "classical" 
approach; 

Blue dots are MMFA 
results; 

1996 Saguenay flood of  
2000 m³/s has return period 

of:  
-1000 years for UM,  
-billions of yeas for classical 

analysis



Testing acceptability criteria on annual  
maxima: sample size

These parameter fluctuations 
for Kenogami series give 
quite a bit of dispersion for 
high return periods

! uncertainty/reliability ?



Scaling & multifractality of GRIP data

E( f ) ≈ f −β; β ≈ 1.4
(Schmitt	et	al.,	GRL,	1995)



Scaling & multifractality of GRIP data

< (Δθ ( T
λ )

q

> ≈ λ−ζ(q) < (Δθ(T)q >
(Schmitt	et	al.,	GRL,	1995)



Scaling & multifractality of GRIP data

ζ(q) ≈ Hq − C1
qα − q
q − 1

H ≈ 0.2, C1 ≈ 0.05, α ≈ 1.6

nonlinear	scaling	
intermittency,		
multifractality

linear	scaling,		
fractional	integration

β = 2H + 1 + K(2) ≈ 2H + 1

H	(fractional)	order	of	integration	
					codimension	of	the	mean	intermittency	
					multifractality	index,	concavity	of
C1
α ζ(q)

(Schmitt	et	al.,	GRL,	1995)



Vostok data

© 1999 Macmillan Magazines Ltd

In addition, a transition from low to high CO2 and CH4 values (not
shown) occurs at exactly the same depth. In undisturbed ice, the
transition in atmospheric composition would be found a few metres
lower (due to the difference between the age of the ice and the age of
the gas20). Also, three volcanic ash layers, just a few centimetres apart
but inclined in opposite directions, have been observed—10 m

above this dD excursion (3,311 m). Similar inclined layers were
observed in the deepest part of the GRIP and GISP2 ice cores from
central Greenland, where they are believed to be associated with ice
flow disturbances. Vostok climate records are thus probably dis-
turbed below these ash layers, whereas none of the six records show
any indication of disturbances above this level. We therefore limit

articles

430 NATURE | VOL 399 | 3 JUNE 1999 | www.nature.com
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Figure 1 The deuterium record. Deuterium content as a function of depth,

expressedas dD (in ‰ with respect to StandardMean Ocean Water, SMOW). This

record combines data available down to 2,755m (ref.13) and new measurements

performed on core 5G (continuous 1-m ice increments) from 2,755m to 3,350m.

Measurement accuracy (1j) is better than 1‰. Inset, the detailed deuterium

profile for the lowest part of the record showing a dD excursion between 3,320

and 3,330m. dDiceðin ‰Þ ¼ [ðD=HÞsample=ðD=HÞSMOW 2 1] 3 1;000.
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Figure 2 Vostok time series and ice volume. Time series (GT4 timescale for ice

on the lower axis, with indication of corresponding depths on the top axis and

indication of the two fixed points at 110 and 390 kyr) of: a, deuterium profile (from

Fig. 1); b, d18Oatm profile obtained combining published data11,13,30 and 81 new

measurements performed below 2,760m. The age of the gas is calculated as

described in ref. 20; c, seawater d18O (ice volume proxy) and marine isotope

stages adapted from Bassinot et al.26; d, sodium profile obtained by combination

of published and new measurements (performed both at LGGE and RSMAS) with

a mean sampling interval of 3–4m (ngg−1 or p.p.b); and e, dust profile (volume of

particles measured using a Coulter counter) combining published data10,13 and

extended below 2,760m, every 4 mon the average (concentrationsare expressed

in mg g−1 or p.p.m. assuming that Antarctic dust has a density of 2,500 kgm−3).

d18Oatmðin ‰Þ ¼ [ð18O=16OÞsample=ð18O=16OÞstandard 2 1] 3 1;000; standard is modern

air composition.

(Petit	et	al.,	Nature,	1999)

A	very	rich	data	set		
over	450	000	years!



Vostok data
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coolest part of each glacial period occurs just before the glacial
termination, except for the third cycle. This may reflect the fact that
the June 658 N insolation minimum preceding this transition
(255 kyr ago) has higher insolation than the previous one (280 kyr
ago), unlike the three other glacial periods. Nonetheless, minimum

temperatures are remarkably similar, within 1 8C, for the four
climate cycles. The new data confirm that the warmest temperature
at stage 7.5 was slightly warmer than the Holocene13, and show that
stage 9.3 (where the highest deuterium value, −414.8‰, is found)
was at least as warm as stage 5.5. That part of stage 11.3, which is
present in Vostok, does not correspond to a particularly warm
climate as suggested for this period by deep-sea sediment records29.
As noted above, however, the Vostok records are probably disturbed
below 3,310 m, and we may not have sampled the warmest ice of this
interglacial. In general, climate cycles are more uniform at Vostok
than in deep-sea core records1. The climate record makes it unlikely
that the West Antarctic ice sheet collapsed during the past 420 kyr
(or at least shows a marked insensitivity of the central part of East
Antarctica and its climate to such a disintegration).

The power spectrum of DTI (Fig. 4) shows a large concentration
of variance (37%) in the 100-kyr band along with a significant
concentration (23%) in the obliquity band (peak at 41 kyr). This
strong obliquity component is roughly in phase with the annual
insolation at the Vostok site4,6,15. The variability of annual insolation
at 788 S is relatively large, 7% (ref. 3). This supports the notion that
annual insolation changes in high southern latitudes influence
Vostok temperature15. These changes may, in particular, contribute
to the initiation of Antarctic warming during major terminations,
which (as we show below) herald the start of deglaciation.

There is little variance (11%) in DTI around precessional periodi-
cities (23 and 19 kyr). In this band, the position of the spectral peaks
is affected by uncertainties in the timescale. To illustrate this point,
we carried out, as a sensitivity test, a spectral analysis using the
control points provided by the d18Oatm record (see Table 1). The
position and strength of the 100- and 40-kyr-spectral peaks are
unaffected, whereas the power spectrum is significantly modified
for periodicities lower than 30 kyr.
Insolation. d18Oatm strongly depends on climate and related proper-
ties, which reflect the direct or indirect influence of insolation19. As a
result, there is a striking resemblance between d18Oatm and mid-June
insolation at 658 N for the entire Vostok record (Fig. 3). This
provides information on the validity of our glaciological timescale
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Figure 4 Spectral properties of the Vostok time series. Frequency distribution (in

cycles yr−1) of the normalized variance power spectrum (arbitrary units). Spectral

analysis was done using the Blackman-Tukey method (calculations were

performed with the Analyseries software47): a, isotopic temperature; b, dust; c,

sodium; d, d18Oatm; e, CO2; and f, CH4. Vertical lines correspond to periodicities of

100, 41, 23 and 19 kyr.

Box 1 The Vostok glaciological timescale

We use three basic assumptions12 to derive our glaciological timescale

(GT4); (1) the accumulation rate has in the past varied in proportion to the

derivative of the water vapour saturation pressure with respect to tem-

perature at the levelwhere precipitation forms (see section on the isotope

temperature record), (2) at any given time the accumulation between

Vostok and Dome B (upstream of Vostok) varies linearly with distance

along the line connecting those two sites, and (3) the Vostok ice at 1,534m

corresponds to marine stage 5.4 (110 kyr) and ice at 3,254m corresponds

to stage 11.2.4 (390 kyr).

Calculation of the strain-induced thinning of annual layers is now

performed accounting for the existence of the subglacial Vostok lake.

Indeed, running the ice-flow model48 with no melting and no basal sliding

as done for EGT12 leads to an age .1,000 kyr for the deepest level we

consider here (3,310 m), which is much too old. Instead, we now allow for

moderate melting and sliding. These processes diminish thinning for the

lower part of the core and provide younger chronologies. We ran this age

model48 over a large range of values of the model parameters (present-

day accumulation at Vostok, A, melting rate, M, and fraction of horizontal

velocity due to base sliding, S) with this aim of matching the assumed

ages at 1,534 and 3,254m. This goal was first achieved (ages of 110 and

392 kyr) with A ¼ 1:96g cm2 2 yr2 1, and M and S equal respectively to

0.4mmyr−1 and 0.7 for the region 60 km around Vostok where the base

is supposed to reach the melting point (we set M ¼ 0 and S ¼ 0 else-

where). These values are in good agreement with observations for A

(2:00 6 0:04g cm2 2 yr2 1 over the past 200 yr) and correspond to a reason-

able set of parameters for M and S. We adopt this glaciological timescale

(GT4), which gives an age of 423 kyr at 3,310m, without further tuning

(Fig. 2). GT4 never differs by more than 2 kyr from EGTover the last climate

cycle and, in qualitative agreement with recent results49, makes termina-

tion I slightly older (by ,700 yr). We note that it provides a reasonable age

for stage 7.5 (238 kyr) whereas Jouzel et al.13 had to modify EGT for the

second climate cycle by increasing the accumulation by 12% for ages

older than 110 kyr. GT4 never differs by more than 4 kyr from the orbitally

tuned timescale of Waelbroeck et al.50 (defined back to 225kyr), which is

within the estimated uncertainty of this latter timescale. Overall, we have

good arguments11,50–52 to claim that the accuracy of GT4 should be better

than 65 kyr for the past 110 kyr.

The strong relationship between d18Oatm and mid-June 658 N insolation

changes (see text and Fig. 3) enables us to further evaluate the overall

quality of GT4. We can use each well-marked transition from high to low

d18Oatm to define a ‘control point’ giving an orbitally tuned age. The mid-

point of the last d18Oatm transition (,10 kyrago) has nearly the sameageas

the insolation maximum (11 kyr). We assume that this correspondence

alsoholds forearlier insolationmaxima.The resultingcontrolpoints (Fig. 3

and Table 1) are easy to define for the period over which the precessional

cycle is well imprinted in 658 N insolation (approximately between 60 and

340 kyr) but not during stages 2 and 10 where insolation changes are

small. The agreement between the d18Oatm control points and GT4 is

remarkably good given the simple assumptions of both approaches. This

conclusion stands despite the fact that we do not understand controls on

d18Oatm sufficiently well enough to know about the stability of its phase

with respect to insolation. We assume that the change in phase does not

exceed 66 kyr (1/4 of a precessional period).

We conclude that accuracy of GT4 is always better than 615 kyr, better

than 610 kyr for most of the record, and better than 65 kyr for the last

110 kyr. This timescale is quite adequate for the discussions here which

focus on the climatic information contained in the Vostok records

themselves. (Petit	et	al.,	Nature,	1999)

“integrated	spectra”:	 ωE(ω) vs . Log(ω)
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Vostok data: glaciological timescale 
increments
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Vostok data: spectral scaling
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Vostok data: multi-scaling
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Gyroscopic instability

initial rotation along the main axis

initial rotation along the smallest axis

initial rotation along the medium axis

Hyperion

2.3 THE APOLLO 10 GIMBAL-LOCK INCIDENT 21

FIGURE 2.6 The actual Apollo 13 guidance computer console with “Gimbal Lock” warning
light. (Source: http://history.nasa.gov/afj/pics/dsky.jpg from http://history.nasa.gov/
afj/compessay.htm.)

Apollo 13 guidance 
computer console

wobble & gimbal lock



3D  Scaling Gyroscope Cascade

T&S, T. al,1998, Li et al. 2023



SGC vs. shell-models

(time)

SGC-3D has a 1st order phase transition: FAT TAILED distribution 
Shell model (SGC-1D) has not !

T. al,1998



exp : Lie algebra 7�! Lie group

Mr Jourdain and Lie cascades

scalar valued cascade: Rd --> R+

What is general and theoretically straightforward: 
•

• Lie group: smooth manifold 
• Lie algebra: tangent space to the 

group at the identity 
•  therefore a vector space with a skew 

product that satisfy the Jacobi 
identity:  

[X, [Y, Z]] + [Y, [Z,X]] + [Z, [X,Y ]] = 0

[X,Y ] = XY � Y X

exemple: commutator of matrices
[X,Y ] = 0 ) exp(X + Y ) = exp(X) exp(Y )



Multifractal FIF simulation (S et al., 2013) of a 2D+1 cut of 
wind and its vorticity (color).  This stochastic model has only a 
few parameters that are physically meaningful.

Art piece ‘Windswept’ (Ch. Sowers, 2012): 612 freely 
rotating wind direction indicators to help a large 
public to understand the complexity of environment 
near the Earth surface

Surface layer complexity! 

49

Both movies illustrate the challenge of the near surface  wind that plays a key role in the 
heterogeneity of the precipitations... and wind energy!



G�1
R ⇤ u = fR

fR = "a

G�1
R

"

Fractionnaly Integrated Flux   
model (FIF, vector version)

FIF assumes that both the renomalized 
propagator         and force       are known:fRGR

where:

results from a 
continuous, vector, 
multiplicative cascade 
(Lie cascade)

is a fractionnal 
differential operator

3D FIF wind simulation  based 
on quaternions

50



UN  SDGs

• UN 2030 Agenda and follow-ups: a vibrant call to 
engineering intelligence 

• not achievable without  
–advanced observation technologies (e.g. small radars and 

lidars) 
–innovations (e.g., Blue Green/Nature Based solutions)  
–synergic, integrative approaches overcoming the 

traditional silo thinking 
–disruptive methodologies (multiscale analysis, simulation 

and modelling) for full deployment of the above



Conclusions
S&T, Earth& Space, 2020 
Chaos 2015, S&al. ACP, 2012,  
S&L, IJBC, 2011, 
Fitton&al., JMI 2013

• Intermittency: a key issue in physics, mechanics, 
geophysics and elsewhere


• Breakthroughs with cascades and multifractals 

• intermittency across scales


• New approaches of extremes, predictability and predictions


• Beyond commonalities significant differences of formalisms


• Beyond scalar valued fields

• Scaling Gyroscopes Cascades


• Multifractal operators: exponentiation of a stochastic Lie algebra of 
generators 


• Multifractal multivariate analysis



Conclusions
Final conclusion:  Philip Anderson (Phys. Today 41 526 
1988): 
  
 “A real scientific mystery is worth pursuing to the 
ends of the Earth for its own sake, independently of 
any obvious practical importance or intellectual 
glamour.” 

Intermittency is without doubt such a mystery, but not 
without multifaceted practical importance and numerous 
corresponding contributions. 

This is more than being illustrated by thousands of 
communications in EGS/EGU NP since 1988, in particular 
those of our colleagues of HM&Co.  


